Diagnostic and prognostic significance of cytogenetics in adult primary myelodysplastic syndromes.
Cytogenetic analysis has proven to be a mandatory part of the diagnosis of myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) as well as a major indicator for predicting clinical course and outcome. This review concentrates on the cytogenetic classifications, the incidence and types of chromosome defects and the prognostic significance of the karyotype in adult primary MDS. Two cytogenetic classifications are currently used: one is based on the karyotype complexity (normal, single, double or complex defects), the other on clonal status (all metaphases normal, abnormal or admixture of normal and abnormal clones). Chromosome abnormalities are of both numerical and structural types. Aside from the 5q-syndrome, no specific clinico-cytogenetic entity has been reported. However, several distinct clinical and cellular features have been identified that correlate with the presence of specific chromosome defects such as inv(3)/t(3;3), +6, t(5;12), del(17p) and del(20q). The presence of complex defects is associated with reduced survival and a high risk of leukemic transformation. Among single defects, specific abnormalities may define distinct prognostic groups. Patients with del(5q) as a sole chromosome defect and a refractory anemia without excess of blasts have a favourable prognosis. For patients with trisomy 8 or monosomy 7 there may be distinct types of clinical evolution. Most patients with the 3q21q26 syndrome have a short survival. The presence of two chromosome defects may constitute an independent cytogenetic entity probably associated with relative poor prognosis. Karyotypic evolution generally represents a poor risk factor. The combination of cytogenetics with clinical and hematological features has proven to provide for a better prediction of patients' survival, leukemic transformation and response to treatment. Several scoring systems have been developed. They have to be improved by the study of new patients according to strict clinical and cytogenetic criteria and by the addition of newly recognized prognostic indicators such as histopathological features and molecular genetic mutations.